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We’ve grown used to having to endure from time to time all manner
of rabid attacks on anarchists ideas and anarchist organisations.
Oddly enough, every other ideological persuasion resorts to
historical interpretation to argue either that our anarchist
predecessors did hardly any of the fighting (indeed sometimes they
are left out of the reckoning altogether), or that they were
responsible for all terror, past and future.

What has prompted me to take up my pen is a recent event.
On 30 May 2007 the Lérida-based newspaper La Mañana reported a
symposium at the Institute for Léridan Studies under the following
headline: “Book says FAI organised religious persecution in
Catalonia”. Smaller headlines announced that “ those killed for their
faith are reckoned at around 7,000”. The author of the book in
question, Jordi Alberti, “says that there was an elaborate plan and
this was not just the work of mavericks”.

Alberti is offering us the sort of display of Catholic
propaganda that only a Nationalist could dream up, and vice versa:
Catalan nationalism is absolved on account of its good Catholic
behaviour. Here we have the two most poisonously reactionary ideas
– religion and patriotism – operating in a symbiotic relationship as
if they were one and the same; they are the driving forces behind the
nonsense that occupies five columns of today’s newspaper.

Fort a start, let us take a look at the figures. We are all aware
of the impact that numbers have when we read an article and how
statistics and percentages are knowingly used to play on the reader’s
emotions. So let us begin by zeroing in on that stunning “7,000”
which is deliberately placed adjacent to an earlier headline
confining the activity to Catalonia alone. After which the regional
reference is repeatedly tossed in along with the figures, albeit never
in the same sentence. And it turns out that the figure rounded up to
7,000 should be 6,800 and that it refers to the whole of Spain and
not just Catalonia, if we are to credit other writers who can scarcely
be accused of being anarchists (writers like Julián Casanova in
“Franco’s Church”). I am inclined to believe that the reference is to
the entire peninsula plus its islands, because there is just a chance
that the author is counting every Catholic death in Catalonia as a
martyrdom for the faith, which would move him to talk about
religious persecution when the actual targets for persecution were
daily Mass-going businessmen, killers, Carlists and Falangists.

We are offered the following lesson in hypocrisy when the
author “is concerned with establishing very clearly the period over
which the persecution occurred (…) so as to pre-empt any abuse by
Catholic Nationalists. To this end (…) he stresses that religious
persecution in Catalonia started on 18 July [1936] and carried on
until the events of May 1937, when the Generalitat restored order in



the land”. Our silver-tongued author would have us believe that, even
though he is saying the same as the infamous Pío Moa, he would
rather not be linked to his españolista equivalent. And if, in order to
accomplish this, history has to be sidelined, then let’s just forget it
and that’s that. It is especially startling to read that “the Generalitat
restored order”, for it is an insult to argue that what there was in
Catalonia prior to 18 July can be described as “order”. For instance,
take the period (between 1914 and 1921) when the Catholic Martínez
Anido was civil governor in Barcelona and 523 workers perished (as
against just 40 bosses and scabs over the same period) at the hands of
the Christian employers’ association and its hired guns. On 21
January 1921 alone, 36 autopsies were carried out. But Salvador
Seguí, Evelio Boal and Pau Sabater, to cite only a few of the victims,
do not count because, in the eyes of Jordi Alberti and his economic
and religious masters, the deaths of working men who would not
resign themselves to slavery never amounted to persecution nor did it
entail any breach of “order”. Quite the opposite, for they threw their
hearts into blessing such murders with perorations like this:

“”I need not utter his name in this hallowed place, but the
word of God, speaking through me, will point to the culprit behind
the swelling strength of secular rationalist power which has fed the
scourge that has violated this holy church and put the whole of Spain
to knife and fire.”

That public announcement from Bishop Casañas, the author
of this outburst, is but a sample of the vehemence with which the
Church pressed from the pulpit for the execution of Ferrrer y Guardia
in Montjuich in 1909, even though it knew that he was innocent.
What troubled them was the “upsurge in secularism”.

At least Casañas did not have to get his hands dirty. Other
colleagues of his did, as we shall see. Every time the talk turns to the
persecution of religious there is a fresh lesson in Catholic hypocrisy
on the way, because they would have us believe that they were all
innocents who had spent their lives in prayer, never interfered with
anybody but had always been supportive of their neighbours.
Knowing perfectly well (or deliberately ignoring it, for there is
documentary evidence galore to show it) that they enthusiastically
participated in and gave vital backing to the slaughter of workers,
peasants, teachers and artisans in fields and cities all over this
country, thereby ensuring that not one single member of the social
class in power was touched.

Not only did they condemn any attempt to change a situation
in which infant mortality, poverty and illiteracy rates were stunning,
but even when not directly participating with rifle in hand, they lent
their money, their churches and their monasteries to assist the
repression. From the uprisings in Andalusia and Levante through to
the events of 1934 and, of course, the open warfare after 18 July
1936, the evidence is there to be seen.

There is a similar attempt to present executioners as victims,
as in the case of the book under discussion. We have the canonisation
of Asturian religious by the contemptible Wojtyla (who has now left
is in peace) on 21 November 1999. The total number of religious
killed in the October 1934 Uprising in Asturias is reckoned at
something between 34 and 38, depending on one’s source. Well,



that same conflict saw the execution of upwards of 1,500 people (and
the numbers wounded defy estimation) at the hands of a crackdown
overseen by Franco and applauded by the entire bishops’ conference,
which still looks upon itself as having been the victim. Every time
Asturias gets a mention, they ignore the 40 who perished for every
one of their “martyrs”. They had no hesitation in handing over
churches and monasteries such as the Sisters of the Adoration
convent in Oviedo for use as holding and torture centres in which
Asturians, revolutionaries and otherwise, died in their hundreds,
whether they had been involved in the uprising or were merely
suspected of having done so. And it is telling that three Foreign
Legion officers murdered the journalist Luis Sirval who had
compromising information about murders carried out with impunity
and shootings and tortures carried out without trial – part and parcel
of the Legion’s bloodthirsty practice. But what did that matter to the
clergy? The only thing it seems to notice is “religious persecution”.

But this is no isolated incident. Over the civil war period with
which El silenci de les campanes (The Silence of the Bells) is mostly
concerned, there are lots of other examples of how the Church
behaved, enough to give a red face to anybody arguing that it was
persecuted, much the same as the lobby that insists that the Spanish
Falange was persecuted by republicans and anarchists during the
civil war.

Take, say, Ramón Palacios García, parish priest in Hormaza
(Burgos) who on 18 July 1936 volunteered to serve the Falange “in a
dual capacity, as soldier and minister of the Lord (…) wheresoever
duty may summon him”. Like many another member of the Catholic
Church he served in the front lines and did more than just pray, for
he was wounded and, as reported in the Diario de Burgos on 18
August, joined the “countless host of martyrs for the Crusade”. Such
was the readiness of priests to enlist and take up the rifle that in the
diocese of Avila and Burgos they had to be warned about “their
disproportionate disposition to make sacrifices.” Note that they were
not being upbraided for recourse to arms, but merely for letting
themselves be so casually slaughtered. There are also complaints
about the “partisanship” of the clergy, not in using their guns but in
doing so at the behest of others. One instance of this might be Luis
Fernández Magana, the steward to the Conde de Rodezno and
assistant curate in the parish of Murchante. Wearing the red bonnet
of a [Carlist] requeté, he made it his business to give the coup de
grace to 28 residents of Tafalla who were snatched from prison and
“taken for a ride” on 21 July 1936. The sinister Count Rossi, the
Italian Blackshirt who oversaw the massacres in Majorca, had as his
assistant a chaplain “dressed in jodhpurs, boots, white cross at his
breast and pistol stuck in his belt”.

And those who did not open fire with bullets opened fire with
their pens. In Razón y Fe (1937) we read: “If by fascist you mean
folk supporting a government to do away with the farce of
parliamentarism and universal suffrage; overwhelm the trade unions
and parties of revolution, the lairs of bandits; despise democracy as
practised, a mask for exploiters and a straitjacket for trusting folk;
that uproot the poisonous judeo-masonic seed, then, yes: the
Nationalist Uprising, Franco’s government and the whole of



Christian Spain are fascist.” The writer of this, Constantino Bayle,
operated out of the International Catholic Information Centre in
Burgos and it was from there that he busied himself putting it about
that in Franco’s Spain not a single atrocity had been carried out and
no torture inflicted. Those trials operated perfectly normally (what a
contrast to the Reds and their “paseos”!) and were scrupulously fair.
[..} He was one of the Jesuits whose brethren got on so famously
with Catalan and Basque nationalists.

There was someone else who took up the cudgels on behalf
of the Crusade after escaping into the arms of waiting Nationalists.
This was Remigio Gandásegui, archbishop of Valladolid and the man
who pushed for Holy Week processions through the city as a means
of re-Christianising society and raising support for the Primo de
Rivera dictatorship. Later, under the Republic, he was to lobby for
the formation of a united Christian front in opposition to secularism.
As a personal friend, he conducted the wedding of Onésimo Redondo
that celebrated fan of Europe’s fascist regimes and founder of the
JONS party, which was later amalgamated with the Falange. As a
good Christian, this anti-semite published the anti-Semitic canard
The Protocols of the Elders of Zion in 1932, as well as other anti-
communist articles and did his utmost to ensure, once the day of the
Rising had come, that his acolytes would have no problem
orchestrating the slaughter in Valladolid. To this end, they set up a
machine-gun on the rooftops pointing straight at the doors of the
Casa del Pueblo where workers were massing to find out what was
happening. It was only a matter of waiting.

And priests carried on turning up the heat: “the weeds must
be uprooted, all the bad seed eradicated […] This is not the time for
scruples”, parish clergy in Segovia told Falangists such as Dionisio
Ridruejo. So it can scarcely come as any surprise if, a year into the
Uprising, in many cities around “Catholic” Spain, more people were
still perishing in “sacas” and “paseos” than were executed by firing
squad on the instructions of “military justice” which was itself

scarcely characterised by its objectivity, benevolence and procedural niceties.
Another example of Church complicity in propaganda was the circular issued by the bishop of Avila,

Santos Moro Briz, on 9 November 1936 who was not mealy-mouthed: “When it is merely a case (as
frequent as it is lamentable!) of the corpse of some person committed – apparently – to revolution, turning
up unexpectedly in the countryside, but where there is no formal record or knowledge of his having been
sentenced to death by the lawful authorities, simply record this is as ‘his body was discovered in the
countryside . . . and received a church burial’, but parish clergy should take great care not to hint at anything
that might point to the author or reason behind this tragic death.” If the dead person was a fascist, he had
been ‘murdered’; if a red and it was self-evident that he had been stood up against a wall, he had been ‘shot’.
Otherwise it was a case of a ‘war-related accident’, ‘internal bleeding’ or ‘gunshot injury’. These guidelines
came from the bishop of Teruel, Anselmo Polanco, and were issued on 10 August 1937 to “the higher clergy
and curates”. As late as 1940 those sentenced in Teruel to be garroted were entered in the registers with the
cause of death as “asphyxia by hanging”. And lo and behold the good Anselmo is himself a ‘martyr’.

Nor did clergy show any hesitation when it came to supplying reports, at the request of the
authorities that led to the murder of many whom they claimed to have forgiven. The archbishop of Santiago
asked his priests to draft such reports “without second thoughts, without indulging in considerations of any
sort”. In some of the reports requested of the local parish priest by the (Falangist) governor or Civil Guard,
the priest merely scribbled fusilable (shoot-able).

The facts fly in the face of what has always been argued. It was not the popular backlash against the
Church that prompted the clergy to throw their weight behind the Rising. The Church, as a centre of power



in Spain in those days, had a hand in the persecution visited upon anything redolent of equality and freedom.
They were not going to stand for any curtailment of their privileges and so they embraced murder even in
those areas where they themselves had not been touched. In lots of locations around La Coruña, this was the
line: “The Lord has indeed mollycoddled us (…) We have had nothing of significance to endure; not in Tuy
nor in Vigo nor anywhere else in the diocese.”Yet, their “Lord” was not so sparing of other residents. 4 civil
governors were murdered, 5 Popular Front deputies and many of the political leaders unsupportive of the
new regime likewise. One of those who died was our anarcho-syndicalist comrade José Villaverde whom
they tried to blackmail [into cooperating with them] just the way they did with Peiró, and in Villaverde’s case
also, his dignity cost him his life. Another example is provided by Huelva between when the Nationalists
entered the city on 29 July 1936 and mid-September 1936 when it was wholly occupied. 2,296 people
perished under their guns. There may well be a further 827 corpses who fell victim during that time but
whose dates of death are unrecorded. Just one priest was murdered during the time antifascists were in
charge, even though they had had many more at their mercy.

But if we are looking for something way out of the ordinary without looking beyond the province of
Huelva, there is the village of Rociana, where parish priest Eduardo Martinez Laorden’s thirst for revenge
knew no bounds. The revolution destroyed the premises of the Employers’Association and two casinos,
burnt the church and robbed the local political boss of 25 sheep. During the repression, on the parish priest’s
instructions, the schoolteacher was murdered and his wife, shaven-headed and mounted on a donkey, was
paraded through the village, only to show up the following day, murdered. The mayor was arrested (he had
taken the parish priest into his home) and was murdered together with almost sixty more people. All of this
in the early days of October 1936. But on 17 January 1937, Fr Eduardo sent two missives to the Public Order
boss stating that it was his impression that there had been “unwarranted foot-dragging and a lack of zeal”.
The Civil Guard and Falange answered him that “in this town [the reds] carried out no murders.” but the
priest called for more blood to be spilled. In September they finally obliged him, albeit by operating on the
basis of rumour and unproven accusations. The upshot was that a further 15 people were shot and
Concepción Muñoz was sentenced to life imprisonment. A real martyr . . . to infamy, denunciation and the
murder of innocents.

In the so-called “republican zone”, we know that ordinances were issued condemning arbitrary
violence and quite a number of times “sacas” from the prisons intent upon lynching the inmates were
thwarted. On some of those occasions, the acts of humanity came from known anarchists and anarcho-
syndicalists in positions of responsibility. Jordi Alberti says of them that they systematically orchestrated the
murders of the entire clergy. However, there was nothing humanitarian about the reaction of church ministers
to atrocities. Quite the opposite, as the example of Majorca shows: during August and September 1936,
Italian fascists there murdered upwards of 700 leftists, anarchists, teachers, reporters and freemasons. A
giant swastika was even formed on one of the beaches, made up of piled dead bodies. Bishop José Miralles
uttered not one word of censure, nor did he express any reservations about the indiscriminate murder
campaign; he simply organised thanksgiving processions. This bishop was aware of the massacre carried out
in the graveyard in Manacor where 200 residents were brought in the middle of the night to receive a bullet
in the head and then to be piled up and burned. He knew, because he sent a subordinate in to offer extreme
unction to the unfortunates that night. Whilst he gave thanks to his “Lord”.

But if you want to read something startling, try this for size:
“The shooting of a priest is a horrifying deed, because it is the shooting of God’s anointed, someone

thereby raised to super-human status where crime, if crime there be, should not reach, any more than the
sanctions of human justice implicit in crime. But we also profoundly deplore the aberration that brings
priests in front of the squad duty-bound to shoot them; because the priest should not step down from that
plane of ontological and moral beatitude to which he is raised when consecrated for the highest ministry.
That is, if there was injustice, then no matter its provenance, we deplore it and reprove it, with the utmost
vigour. We do not believe that there is any injustice in a proper love of the people; which is why we are
reluctant to believe that some priests have been shot merely for having loved their (…) people.”

Besides the noxious thinking that stresses the importance of a priest above the rest of humanity and
his being exempt from human justice, has anybody ever come up with a plainer justification for shooting
priests? Well, these words were penned by Isidro Gomá, the cardinal archbishop of Toledo in a letter
addressed to José Antonio Aguirre [Basque president of the pro-republican home-ruled Basque Country] and



published in 1937 by Gráficas Descansa presses in Pamplona. But maybe Gomá’s message can be applied to
any time and place? The church will no doubt conclude that those words of his were unfortunate because this
supporter of a murderous regime sought to apply them only to the case of Basque priests (the round brackets
(…) in the quotation replaces the word ‘Basque’ in the original, but one could just as easily insert ‘Spanish;
and the sense would be unaltered). We need to remind those who see the execution of those thirteen Basque
priests as exemplars of Catholicism that the Church and Franco, at a hasty get-together, later came to look
upon it as a faux pas and took great care to ensure that there was no repetition.

But it was not all confrontation between 1936 and 1939. I want to remind you here that the Church
talks about somebody being a ‘martyr’ when he goes to his death forgiving his murderers. But the
forgiveness preached from the pulpit was mere empty talk, and during the first 10 years after the civil war,
upwards of 50,000 people were murdered with the acquiescence of the Church. And this is the very same
Church that sheds tears today for its own ‘martyrs’ as it prepares (2007) to beatify a further 498 of them. A
strange sort of forgiveness and a strange sort of cynicism. As I say, a masterful display of hypocrisy.

(….)

Julio Reyero

from Tierra y Libertad, No 233, December 2007 (Madrid)
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